A systematic study involving the use and optimization of gas-phase modifiers in quantitative differential mobility-mass spectrometry (DMS-MS) analysis is presented using nucleoside-adduct biomarkers of DNA damage as an important reference point for analysis in complex matrices. Commonly used polar protic and polar aprotic modifiers have been screened for use against two deoxyguanosine adducts of DNA:
Introduction

D
ifferential mobility is a rapidly evolving new analytical technology that offers rapid gas-phase ion separation/ filtration prior to mass analysis, and the advantages of this platform, such as improved signal to noise ratio, separation of closely related compounds, and removal of interferences have been well demonstrated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The mobility of charged ion species in an applied electric field forms the basis for ion separation in a DMS cell. Krylov and Nazarov [7] have studied three different models of ion-neutral interactions in the applied electric field: (1) rigid sphere scattering, (2) long-range ion-dipole attraction, and (3) clustering. They concluded that ion-neutral clustering is the most relevant phenomenon to explain the dependence of ion mobility on field strength that is the source of DMS selectivity. The mobility of ions between the electrodes in a differential mobility cell has been well described in a paper by Schneider et al. [4] and more extensively in monographs by Shvartsburg [8] , Eiceman and Karpas [9] , and in a discussion on the fundamentals of ion mobility by Mason and McDaniel [10] . We present here a brief discussion of these principles, which provides a framework for understanding the role of modifiers in DMS separations as they particularly pertain to the analysis of selected model DNA adducts, biomarkers indicative of DNA damage from carcinogens.
Ion mobility as used in DMS is a high pressure phenomenon in which ions in an electric field quickly reach a limiting speed, described by a field-dependent ion mobility coefficient, K(E),
where v ! d E ð Þ is the drift velocity of the ion, E the electric field strength, and α(E) contains the deviation from low-field behavior, and is known as the alpha parameter, or the differential mobility. K(0) is the low-field mobility coefficient, with a dependence on the ion's chemical identity, but also depending on pressure, temperature, and chemical environment. Low field mobility, K(0), is the property measured in ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) under the same conditions. However, the ion separations used in differential mobility spectrometry (DMS) are determined solely by the differential mobility parameter, α(E), [11, 12] because of the DMS filter condition that determines the relationship between the DMS separation peak voltage, SV, and the DMS compensation voltage, CoV, for a particular DMS waveform shape, f(t) [13] . Ion transmission in a planar DMS geometry requires that the ion remain along the axis of the DMS analytical region after each f(t) waveform cycle of period T f ,
where E t ð Þ ¼ SV˙f t ð Þ þ CoV :
As a result of this filter condition, there is complete equivalence between the observed DMS compensation voltages (CoV) for a range of field amplitudes (SV) and the differential mobility, α(E) [4] .
The mobility coefficient, K(E), acquires a dependence on field strength, E ¼ E ! , as a result of interactions of the ion with its chemical environment [4, 7, 14] , and also varies with pressure and temperature in the DMS analytical region [15, 16] . Ion mobility loses its dependence on pressure if the field used in ion mobility is expressed in density-normalized Townsend units for the electric field [10] :
where E Td =E/N is the ion mobility field in Townsend units [15] (1 Td=10 -17 volt/cm 2 ). Density scaling provides pressure correction for analytical instruments such as the AB SCIEX SelexION system [17] , but is not useful for temperature variation. The ion mobility coefficient, even under cluster-free conditions, still retains a dependence on temperature that can be minimized but not eliminated by temperature scaling. Temperature scaling leads to a reduced mobility, K 0 (corrected to 0°C, 1 atm) that still depends weakly on temperature, but that variation is dwarfed in DMS by dynamic cluster size variation. Although it is not important in low pressure IMS, or in traveling wave IMS [18, 19] , the importance of clustering is well known in atmospheric pressure IMS, where a cluster-free massmobility correlation can only be obtained by the use of high drift tube temperatures, typically 200°C or higher [9, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Except in special cases, low pressure IMS and traveling wave IMS operate with pure, non-polar drift gases and determine accurate cross-sections for a wide range of molecules, whereas DMS modifier effects depend on polar molecules with a long-range attractive potential [27] .
The dependence on chemical composition of the transport gas has been found to be the largest contributor to differential mobility. This is both a hindrance and an Scheme 1. Structure if DNA adducts in this study advantage. Ions of similar molecular weight and related structure can usually be separated with the assistance of a modifier, and peak capacity is greatly increased, but the underlying cause is still obscure. While useful for improved resolution and reduced chemical noise, the modifier effect is the most difficult to predict; however, it is important to recognize that the mobility coefficient is directly related to the effective size of the ion, whether it is a bare ion or a ionneutral cluster (effective size is referred to as the crosssection for collisions between the ionic species and molecules in the neutral transport gas). The simplest expression for the mobility coefficient which presents that connection in a way that is valid even at the very high DMS field strengths is from the two-temperature theory in momentum-transfer form (section 6-2.C (eq. 6-2-25), [10] )
where
In this expression, μ is the ion-neutral reduced mass (μ=mM/ (m+M), m the ion mass, and M the neutral mass), v rel is the wellknown expression for the relative speed of particles in a MaxwellBoltzmann distribution, whereas Ω is an average cross-section. Other symbols in Equation 4 are N (gas density), q (ion charge magnitude), k B (Boltzmann constant), and α K (a small correction G0.02). From this, it is clear that the ion mobility is inversely related to the loss of momentum by collisions, since the momentum, μv rel (T eff ), multiplies a cross-section Ω T eff À Á giving a mass-scaled rate (see Equation 6 ). Both relative speed and cross-section are evaluated at a special temperature, T eff , that varies dynamically with the DMS field and depends jointly on the bulk temperature, pressure, and electric field.
Early on in the application of DMS technology, it was realized that the use of modifiers in the transport gas is an important step for analytical applications [14, 28] . Prior works from our laboratory and several others have demonstrated the advantages of introducing drift gas modifiers to aid in DMS separations [29, 30] . In a recent publication by Schneider et al., the effects of transport gas modifiers have been extensively documented with particular attention to resulting peak capacity [31] , and other groups are active as well in areas such as Green Chemistry [30, 32] . These results are part of a growing interest in the use of modifiers with the DMS-MS platform as it offers a promising alternative for rapid analytical applications as well as possible field applications such as those proposed for NASA applications [33, 34] .
Our group has long been involved in the development of DMS technology for analytical applications [14, 29, 35] and in recent years, we have been particularly interested in the use of DMS-MS for quantitative analysis with reduced sample cleanup and minimal or zero LC time [36] . There are a number of advantages to the use of DMS in rapid quantitative biomarker analysis, many previously discussed, as in Coy et al. [2] , but one point is of special interest when DMS-MS quantitative analysis is compared with LC-MS: LC-MS as well as drift-time or traveling-wave IMS require integration of an ion current over an elution or drift time profile, but DMS-MS intensities for quantitation by infusion are obtained continuously by monitoring the CoV for peak ion transmission. Under conditions of flow injection or LC-DMS-MS, a time profile is integrated, but without scanning CoV [37, 38] . The DMS analytical region is a continuous ion filter that transmits with minimum diffusion losses at characteristic (SV, CoV) values. Because the width of the peak in CoV units is inversely related to the low field ion mobility of the ion, integrating over the DMS peak width would contaminate the observed data with an unknown scale factor, one which has a variable environmental dependence. Thus, DMS at the peak CoV value provides a continuous measurement of ion concentration, limited in response time only by the transit time of the ion through the DMS analytical region and the agility of the electronics of the mass spectrometer.
Prior works from our laboratory have demonstrated that the judicious use of modifiers provided conditions for rapid quantitation of selected analytes in matrices of varying complexities [35, 36] . We have shown that in addition to the rapid analysis time afforded by use of the DMS, sample preparation steps can be minimized or even eliminated by taking advantage of the unique post-electrospray selective ion filtration capabilities. As with any other analytical platform, proper method development is necessary to achieve optimal sensitivity and efficacy. In the work presented here, we demonstrate the process of stepwise evaluation of modifier effects from a method development perspective in order to establish the optimal conditions for quantitation of selected DNA damage biomarker analytes Scheme 1 by differential mobility-mass spectrometry.
DNA adducts provide direct evidence of genetic exposure and damage in cells, and monitoring their levels from a health perspective is important. So-called bulky DNA adducts share common structural features in that, other than the carcinogen, they all contain a deoxyribose moiety along with the nucleobase, typically a guanine. In this regard, the compounds selected for this study provide excellent models for the purpose of evaluating the DMS conditions that might be appropriate for the DMS-MS analysis of this class of analytes. N-(2-deoxyguanosine-8-yl)-4-ABP (dG-C8-4-ABP), the deoxyguanosine adduct of the bladder carcinogen 4-aminobiphenyl (4-ABP), is a known carcinogen found in cigarette smoke, paints, food colors, hair dyes, and fumes from heated oils and fuels [39] [40] [41] [42] . The heterocyclic aromatic amine 2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo [4, 5] pyridine (PhIP) is found in grilled meats [43] . PhiP is a known foodborne carcinogen that has been implicated in mammary gland tumors in rodents [44] . These two adducts have been related to lifestyles of people and we have used them as model analytes to explore and optimize the gas phase interactions in DMS and develop differential mobilitymass spectrometry as a rapid quantitative platform.
Experimental
Chemicals and Standards
Caution: 2-Hydroxyamino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo [4, 5] pyridine and 4-aminobiphenyl and its derivatives are carcinogenic and should be handled carefully.
Calf-thymus DNA, nuclease p1 from Penicillium citrinium, deoxyribonuclease 1 (DNase I) type 2 from bovine pancreas, alkaline phosphatase from Escherichia coli DNA Quantification, Enzymatic Digestion, and Protein Precipitation DNA quantification was done using an Invitrogen Corporation (Carlsbad, CA) Quant-IT double strand (ds) DNA BR Assay kit with a Qubit fluorometer. Aliquots containing 2 ug DNA (dissolved in 5 mM Tris-Cl/ 10 mM ZnCl 2 ) were removed for digestion and analysis for each sample point.
Calf thymus DNA was hydrolyzed similarly to a method previously described [45] . Samples were incubated at 98°C for 3-5 min and chilled in the freezer down to room temperature; 0.3 units of nuclease P1 (0.3 units μL Protein precipitation was done by adding five volumes of ice cold ethanol and centrifuging at 10,000 rpm for 15 min. The samples were dried down and stored at -80°C until analysis.
Instrumentation
The fundamental goals of the proposed approach to the optimization of modifiers in quantitative analysis by DMS-MS was tested using two different planar DMS systems, one attached to a 3-D ion trap (Thermo Finnigan LCQ Classic) (San Jose, CA, USA) and the second interfaced to an AB SCIEX API 3000 triple quadrupole MS [AB SCIEX, Framingham, MA, USA]. The DMS filters varied only in terms of their dimensions, and this comparison provided an assessment of the general effect and applicability of the DMS configuration to such analyses.
DMS-Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer
A planar DMS developed by Sionex Corporation (Bedford, MA, USA) with a filter gap 0.5 mm high×3.0 mm wide× 10.0 mm long, which was positioned at the entrance of the heated capillary of a Thermo-Finnigan, LCQ Classic mass spectrometer was used for the work. Sionex Expert software was used to set the DMS parameters. The SV could be set at zero or scanned in the range from 500 to 1500 V, and the CoV could be set or scanned from -43 to +15 V. Although the system in use here is no longer commercially available, the underlying electronics technology has been described, and successor commercial instrumentation (SelexION, AB SCIEX) has become commercially available.
Electrospray was performed using coated 10 μm PicoTip emitters from New Objective (Woburn, MA, USA). The syringe was connected to the emitter tip using a 150 um (i.d.) capillary tubing and the ESI voltage was applied to the union at the liquid-liquid junction between the capillary and the emitter tip. Samples were introduced at the rate of 300 nL/min using a Harvard Apparatus syringe pump (Holliston, MA, USA). The desolvation gas (ultra high purity nitrogen) was introduced at a flow rate of approximately 100 cc/min into the desolvation region at a temperature of 100°C. The vacuum drag of the mass spectrometer was measured to be 500 cc/min. External air flow of approximately 400 cc/min also merged in with the desolvation gas into the DMS. The bulk gas temperature was estimated to be 45 ºC. Modifiers were introduced into the desolvation region along with the nitrogen gas. The electrospray emitter voltage was held at 2 kV throughout the analysis.
DMS-Triple Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer
A prototype DMS-API 3000 Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer (AB SCIEX, Concord, ON, Canada), which has an integrated DMS filter online in front of the vacuum orifice, was used for this study. The dimensions of the DMS analytical region were 1 mm×10 mm×15 mm. A modified version of the software Analyst ver. 1.5, which included parameters for SV and CoV, was used. The SV could be varied from 0 to 5000 V and the CoV could be varied from -100 to +100 V. Electrospray was performed using stainless steel 30 μm i.d. emitter from Proxeon (Thermo Fisher, est Palm Beach, FL, USA). Samples were introduced at the rate of 400 nL/min using a Harvard Apparatus syringe pump. Electrospray was held constant at 3500 V throughout the analysis. Modifiers were introduced into the curtain gas (nitrogen, 1.1 L/min, 600 cc/min vacuum drag 500 cc/min curtain gas outflow at 40 ºC) using a second Harvard Apparatus syringe pump.
DMS Electric Fields
The principal types of waveforms in use for DMS are described in a technical instrumentation paper by Krylov et al. [13] , and include a flyback waveform consisting of a truncated sinusoidal pulse connected to a flat baseline, and a two-harmonic design in which phased first and second harmonic voltages are applied to opposing electrodes. The waveform applied on the ion trap MS was of the flyback type at 1.25 MHz where the voltages are applied across a 0.5 mm gap, and are measured in terms of zero to peak separation voltages with CoV=0. The waveform applied in the DMS-API-3000 and on the commercial AB SCIEX SelexION systems is a twoharmonic design applied across a 1.0 mm gap, with frequencies 3 and 6 MHz in 2:1 voltage ratio and the separation voltage measured as peak to peak. Because of the differing gap dimension, and the reporting of flyback SV as zero-to-peak and two-harmonic SV as peak-topeak, there is a factor of three between the same-field flyback and two-harmonic SV voltage values. For instance, the ion trap system can apply a peak voltage of up to 1500 V (zero-to-peak) over the 0.5 mm ga. The DMS-API 3000 at a setting of 4500 V SV (peak-to-peak) applies the same peak field to the 1.0 mm DMS region. Flyback and two-harmonic shapes are the most feasible electronics designs for DMS and have similar DMS efficiencies, with the flyback shape slightly superior, depending on α(E). Flyback and two-harmonic fields at identical peak voltage values are illustrated in Figure 6a in the Discussion section, where clustering mechanisms are considered in more detail.
Results and Discussion
Effect of Modifiers on CoV Shifts
In an effort to understand and characterize the gas phase molecular interactions, varying percentages of modifiers were introduced into the transport gas and the CoV shifts were recorded with increasing separation voltage. Voltages corresponding to the apex of extracted ion chromatograms are reported here as CoV values. The goal of using the modifiers in this work is to shift the analyte of interest selectively to a CoV value free of interferences where DMS can be exploited to perform rapid quantitation in the presence of a complex matrix.
Effect of Modifier on CoV of dG-C8-4-ABP
The clustering effects of two gaseous modifiers of differing size and polarity, ethyl acetate (C 4 H 8 O 2 , mw 88.11, μ= 4.325 D, Q=-6.619 D·Ǻ) and isopropanol (C 3 H 8 O, mw 60.10, μ=1.560 D, Q=3.242 D·Ǻ) [46] , on dG-C8-4-ABP at varying concentrations were investigated by monitoring the CoV shift as a function of separation voltage (SV). As shown in Figure 1a , in the absence of a modifier, the analyte ion does not exhibit any shifts in CoV at SV values up to 2000 V. Even when the SV is increased beyond 2000 V, the CoV starts shifting only slightly towards the negative voltage reaching a maximum of -2 V at SV=4500 V.
With ethyl acetate as a modifier ( Figure 1a (ii)), dG-C8-4-ABP shifts rapidly to negative CoV values, as expected for charge-dipole interactions [7] , reaching -5 V at only 0.30% ethyl acetate. Interestingly, at higher ethyl acetate concentrations of 0.6%, 1.20%, and 2.50%, identical CoV responses are observed, as indicated by the overlapping CoV curves. This strongly suggests that steric and thermodynamic effects limit the maximum number of coordinated ethyl acetate molecules to a value which is reached between 0.3% and 0.6% by volume, under the AB-SCIEX 3000 triple-quad conditions. It can also be noted that the CoV shifts for all SV values were intermediate between those of no modifier and higher modifier concentrations.
With isopropanol as a modifier, in comparison to ethyl acetate, the CoV value of the adduct shifted to even greater negative values with isopropanol than for ethyl acetate, and the effect was even more substantial with increasing concentrations [ Figure 1a (i)]. For example, going from no modifier to progressively higher modifier concentrations of 0.60%, 1.10%, and 2.20%, the respective CoV values at SV=4500 V increased to -4.6, -10.4, and -14.2 V. For isopropanol, the greatest CoV shift observed at 2.20% was -14.2 V compared with ethyl acetate's maximum shift of -9 V. The observation of a greater shift toward negative CoV values with isopropanol than with ethyl acetate, even though isopropanol is of lower molecular weight and of smaller geometric cross-section, can be interpreted in different ways. On one hand, it might indicate that the limiting coordination number with isopropanol is greater than with ethyl acetate or, alternatively, thermochemical effects related to the free energy changes on cluster formation, and the related role of hydrogen bonding in cluster formation in the two systems may be important. This is discussed further below.
It has been reported that the modifier effect is sensitive to small variations in ion structure, so that even closely related structures may be separated (citrate/isocitrate, [2] ; ephedrine/ pseudoephedrine [3] , and others [47] ). Prior works in the field of DMS have established the importance of modifiers to not only enhance CoV shifts (i.e., selectivity) but, using the analogy to chromatography, to improve peak capacity in the DMS analysis [4] as well as to suppress chemical noise. We, thus, next examined the peak shapes of the analyte of interest dG-C8-4-ABP at different DMS conditions. Selected extracted ion chromatograms from the CoV scan are shown in Figure 2 . For dG-C8-4-ABP, the improvements in peak shape by the introduction of modifiers can be understood by comparing the FWHM (full width at half maximum) at a constant SV of 3500 V in Figure 2 (no modifier: Figure 2b , ethyl acetate modifier at 0.6%: Figure 2c , and isopropanol modifier at 0.6%: Figure 2e ). The FWHM without modifier is~4 V compared with~3 V in presence of ethyl acetate and 3 V in presence of isopropanol, which highlights the role of DMS and gas phase clustering in the presence of modifiers on peak shape improvements during DMS analysis. It should also be pointed out that that the FWHM increased initially by 1.5 V when the SV was set to 3500 V ( Figure 2b ) compared with zero SV (Figure 2a) , which was subsequently improved by introducing modifiers. Much of this effect may be due to DMS suppression of chemical noise due to ions of higher molecular weight, which are detected with a wider peak width due to lower mobility. It is interesting to point out the effect of increasing modifier percentages on peak shape. Specifically, when ethyl acetate modifier is introduced at 2.5% (Figure 2d ), which is roughly 4× the amount of the same modifier introduced at 0.6% (Figure 2c) , not only do the CoV shifts overlap, but the peak shapes look very similar, which supports our notion of "saturation effect" as discussed above. However, a 4-fold increase in the isopropanol concentration (Figure 2e and f) also show that the peak shape can begin to suffer with larger CoV shifts. It is reasonable to surmise that formation of larger clusters with increasing isopropanol concentration may have caused the transmission of analyte ion dG-C8-4-ABP over a slightly larger CoV range as expected from the higher cluster molecular weight (DMS peak width~[1/K(E)]. The broadening effect is seen to be greater near the baseline than at half-height, as would be expected for some fraction of larger clusters with broader peaks, which are in rapid equilibrium with single adducts. It is, therefore, deemed necessary to optimize the modifier percentage being introduced to avoid excessive peak broadening during DMS-MS analysis.
Effect of Modifier on CoV of dG-C8-PhIP
The principal DNA adduct of PhIP, a diet-related carcinogen, is also formed by covalent bonding at the C-8 position of guanine. In that sense, this adduct provides an interesting example for comparison with dG-C8-4-ABP since the two compounds share the 2′-deoxyguanosine structure (C 10 H 13 N 5 O 4 , mw=267.2413) and differ since the PhIP moiety is larger, richer in heteroatoms, and more polar than ABP. In evaluating the modifier effects on CoV, ethyl acetate and isopropanol were tested as before, and 1-butanol (C 4 H 10 O, mw=74.1216, μ=1.584 D (1.660 D expt.) [46] ) was also screened for use in DMS-MS analysis of the adduct and the results are presented in Figure 1b .
In the absence of a modifier, the dG-C8-PhIP CoV values started shifting in the positive direction reaching +3 V at SV value of 4500 V ( Figure 1b) . As discussed by Krylov, a positive CoV shift is associated with short-range collisions, whereas long-range, charge-dipole interactions result in negative CoV shifts. Upon the introduction of modifiers, the CoV values reversed direction to the negative side and this trend increased significantly as a function of modifier concentrations and SV. Ethyl acetate was the least effective in shifting the CoV to a negative direction, whereas 1-butanol exhibited larger shifts than isopropanol, reaching a maximum peak value of -10 V at 2.20%. It is conceivable that the stronger action of 1-butanol compared with isopropanol might be attributable to the larger geometric size of 1-butanol, to the end position of the -OH, which increases the cluster profile, and to lower steric inhibition for the end-attached -OH by the alpha methyl group, especially since the dipole moments of the two alcohols are nearly identical and, thus, have the same long-range attractive interaction with an ion.
Also especially interesting was the limited effect exhibited by ethyl acetate with a maximum peak value of -2.2 V at 2.50%. This may be interpreted in two radically different ways: (1) difference in hydrogen-bonding donor-acceptor characteristics may cause ethyl acetate (acceptor) to cluster less strongly than the alcohols (donor), or (2) the much greater dipole moment of ethyl acetate and the greater polarity of the PhIP part of dG-C8-PhIP may cause the clustering with dG-C8-PhIP to be so strong that the complex remains fully saturated throughout the DMS waveform, quenching the differential mobility effect. Ab initio calculations of Gibbs free energies of cluster formation do show significantly stronger binding with ethyl acetate than with isopropanol as expected from the charge-dipole interaction (manuscript in preparation). The stronger effect of 1-butanol compared with isopropanol may be due to the larger geometric size of 1-butanol so that the cross-section Figure 2 . Comparison of peak shapes of dG-C8-4-ABP with and without modifier. Improvements in peak shape by the introduction of modifiers can be realized by comparing the FWHM (full width at half maximum) at a constant SV of 3500 V increases more on binding 1-butanol. Steric inhibition of the methyl groups located alpha to the hydroxylic carbon might also play a role in determining the free energy change on complex formation since isopropanol is disadvantaged by the mid-chain position of the hydroxyl group.
Use of Modifiers in Separation
The ability of gaseous modifiers to control the compensation voltage of an analyte provides the means for enhancing separations during DMS analysis. Even more importantly, in a targeted analysis, control of the CoV shift can provide a means for isolating the analyte of interest into a transmission zone that is free of matrix interferences, thereby improving signal to noise ratio and sensitivity. In the studies of the biomarkers of DNA damage, the matrix is a DNA enzymatic digest comprised of normal deoxynucleosides and enzymerelated breakdown products. Ensuring the separation of the adduct from normal (unmodified) nucleosides is of particular importance since they have the common deoxynucleoside functional group.
As an initial test, a mixture of 1 ng of each deoxyguanosine (dG), deoxycytosine (dC), deoxyadenosine (dA), and 100 pg of the DNA adduct dG-C8-4-ABP was prepared to investigate the role of modifiers on separation. Two modifiers, ethyl acetate and isopropanol, were evaluated for separation of the dG-C8-4-ABP adduct from the excess unmodified DNA bases. CoV scans at a fixed SV value were performed and the analytes of interest were extracted from the TIC. It should be noted that effective separations were not observed in the absence of a modifier.
From Figure 3a , we can see that the four-component nucleoside mixture is separated well by the DMS using ethyl acetate as the modifier. As expected, dG-C8-4-ABP being the bulkiest molecule in the mixture, moves the least towards the negative compensation voltage compared with other unmodified nucleosides because its mobility (~1/crosssection) will be less modified by cluster formation. dA appears as a double peak whose characteristics have not been investigated further. Ethyl acetate and isopropanol have been successfully applied as effective modifiers for other applications with DMS, so we decided to screen isopropanol for separation purposes as well with dG-C8-4-AB. Introduction of isopropanol as the modifier provided the necessary conditions for separation of the normal nucleosides dA and dC but failed to resolve dG from dG-C8-4-ABP as the latter two were transmitted at the same CoV value. It was, therefore, decided to ascertain if an increase in modifier concentration could be used in order to achieve desired separations. As can be seen from (Figure 3b(i) and b(ii) ), dG and dG-C8-4-ABP could not be separated without modifier or when the modifier isopropanol was introduced at a lower rate of 0.6% into the curtain gas. However, when the modifier was introduced at the rate of 1.1%, separation was achieved between dG and dG-C8-4-AB The small dG signal at the dG-C8-4-ABP CoV is interpreted as arising from fragmentation of dG-C8-4-ABP to dG after the DMS and in the mass spectrometer transition to vacuum [ Figure 3b(iii) ]. Using the example of dG-C8-4-ABP and unmodified dG, we have demonstrated here that the percentage of modifier being introduced can be used as an another tool in achieving or enhancing separations using a DMS based platform.
Effect of Separation Voltages and Modifiers on Signal Intensities in MRM Mode
In the experiments discussed above, the focus was on the CoV shifts of dG-C8-4-ABP and dG-C8-PhI. These studies established that the use of organic modifiers can have a dramatic effect on analytical performance. Given our goal of using the DMS-MS platform to perform rapid quantitation of these biomarkers, we examined next the influence of modifiers on signal intensity in order to integrate all of these variables into a comprehensive analytical protocol. The rapid scanning features of the DMS-MS platform for performing rapid quantitation can be best appreciated by using it in the CoV stepping mode and the signal intensities monitored in the MRM mode. Under these conditions, once the CoV apex for any given analyte has been identified, this voltage value can be set for subsequent quantitative analysis. Setting the CoV value allows the user to filter out matrix contaminants and selectively transmit analyte(s) of interest continuously into the mass spectrometer without physically adding time for the mass spectral acquisition. With the DMS-on, signal intensities in the MRM mode were thus monitored for a fixed concentration of each compound to optimize the best DMS conditions for selected analyte ion transmission.
As mentioned above, in light of the variations in CoV shifts as a function of modifier concentration, it was deemed useful to monitor the effect of modifier choice on the product ion signal intensity. Accordingly, samples containing 0.100 pmol of dG-C8-PhIP were analyzed and, initially, CoV scans were performed at different values of separation voltages and modifier percentages in order to identify the peak apex values. Once these values had been identified, product ion counts were monitored in the MRM mode at the respective operating values of separation voltage, compensation voltage, and modifier percentage (only combinations of separation voltages and modifier percentages that exhibited shift away from the zero compensation voltage were investigated). It is shown that with increasing separation voltages at all three isopropanol modifier percentages (0.6%, 1.1%, and 2.2%) examined, the general trend on the intensity of the product ion is the same (Figure 4a, b, c,  and d) . Specifically, the product ion intensity value increases initially, peaks off at SV=3500 V and then starts decreasing with application of higher separation voltage. The initial increase with the application of the DMS field is generally described as a DMS focusing effect, but may also involve enhanced desolvation of the electrospray plume due to rf heating by the DMS field. The transmission of the analyte ion through the DMS electrodes is optimal at the separation voltage value of 3500 V.
Further increase in separation voltage results in a reduction in analyte ion count, which is evident at each modifier concentration, but becomes more pronounced as modifier concentration increases. This has previously been illustrated through the use of a dispersion plot [35] , where the drop in signal intensity is shown in 2-D DMS SV-CoV scanning mode. Figure 4d shows the comparison of the product ion intensity at separation voltages of 3500, 4000, and 4500 V with varying isopropanol modifier percentages of 0.6%, 1.1%, and 2.2%. Signal intensity of the product ion of dG-C8-PhIP falls both with increased modifier concentration and with SV above 3500 V. This effect can be understood in terms of two contributions: (1) higher modifier contributions result in more frequent ion-modifier collisions, leading to higher probability of loss of charge from the ion or ion cluster, and (2) higher SV results in higher velocity and more energetic and more destructive collisions between the ion and the transport gas, again leading to a higher rate of charge loss, or even to reactive collisions [48] .
Referring back to Figure 1b , it may be noted that in the case of dG-C8-PhIP, the shifts have been significantly influenced by both IPA and 1-butanol with the latter giving larger CoV shifts. It was, thus, important in the context of quantitative analysis to also compare the effect of these two modifiers on the signal intensities.
Samples of dG-C8-PhIP (20 fmol), using isopropanol and 1-butanol at 0.6% were screened at the optimal separation voltage value of 3500 V (Figure 4e and f) . Signal intensities were 830 for isopropanol and 400 for 1-butanol (2.1:1). For dG-C8-PhIP, use of isopropanol as the modifier gave much better signal intensity than 1-butanol by more than a factor of two. For dG-C8-4-ABP, a sample containing 58 fmol of dG-C8-4-ABP was analyzed in the MRM mode at a separation voltage value of 3500 V at 0.6% concentration of modifiers isopropanol and ethyl acetate in two separate runs. Signal intensities were 570 for IPA and 910 for ethyl acetate (1:1.60) Thus, for dG-C8-4-ABP, ethyl acetate as the modifier produced 60% higher signal intensity in the MRM mode compared with isopropanol. The same experiment was repeated at different concentrations of both the analytes (dG-C8-4-ABP and dG-C8-PhIP) and the same trend was observed for all concentrations.
Since generation of ion signal is directly dependent on the abundance of the respective [M+H]+ions, the simplest assumption is to attribute these differences in signal intensity to a competition for the proton between the analyte ion or ion-neutral clusters and the modifiers. The proton affinity of ethyl acetate is 835.7 kJ/mol, isopropanol is 793.0 kJ/mol, and 1-butanol is 789.2 kJ/mol, respectively [49] . Had the difference in modifier proton affinity been the dominant factor, ethyl acetate with a greater proton affinity value than isopropanol would have produced lower signal intensity for dG-C8-4-AB For dG-C8-PhIP, although the proton affinity value of 1-butanol is almost the same as that of isopropanol, the difference in signal intensity between the two modifiers is large, with isopropanol giving higher signal intensity. Methyl groups on the isopropanol introduce some steric hindrance that reduces the contribution of H-bonding to the clustering process, whereas the hydroxyl group is more exposed in 1-butanol, which may have facilitated clustering. In an alternative model, the fact that isopropanol and 1-butanol have very similar dipole moments while ethyl acetate dipole moment is much larger could lead to alternative conclusions. None of these approximations can lead to a full and accurate prediction of modifier behavior; only accurate thermochemical free energy values based on all these effects can be expected to be of help. Thus, screening of potential modifiers against the analyte(s) of interest is necessary and can provide users a better understanding of the modifier selection process and optimization of the DMS parameters for analysis. Signal intensities in detail must be examined experimentally, although the general trends with modifier concentration and with SV amplitude are understood. The gas phase modifier selection and optimization studies were performed in order to facilitate rapid quantitation of DNA adducts: dG-C8-4-ABP and dG-C8-PhIP, with the results shown in Figure 4g and h. Ethyl acetate at 0.6% was established as the modifier of choice for dG-C8-4-ABP analysis and isopropanol at 0.6% was established as the modifier of choice for dG-C8-PhIP analysis. Separation voltage value at 3500 V was used for analysis of both the adducts. For dG-C8-4-ABP quantitation, the transition from the precursor ion [M+H] + of dG-C8-4-ABP (m/z 435) to the product ion (m/z 319) [M+H -116] + was monitored for the analyte and the transition from the precursor ion [M+H] + of dG-C8-4-ABP-d9 (m/z 444) to the product ion (m/z 328) [M+H -116] + was monitored for the internal standard, respectively. For dG-C8-PhIP quantitation, the transition from the precursor ion [M+H] + of dG-C8-PhIP (m/z 490) to the product ion (m/z 374) [M+H -116] + for the analyte and transition from the precursor ion [M+H] + of dG-C8-4-ABPd9 (m/z 493) to the product ion (m/z 377) [M+H -116] + for the internal standard were monitored. Two μg of calf thymus DNA was used as the matrix for each sample point and calibration curves were prepared in the DMS-on mode. The utility of DMS to remove matrix ion interferences to produce a linear calibration curve has previously been demonstrated [36] . DNA modifications of less than 1 in 10 6 nucleosides were detected with both of the calibration curves showing excellent linearity (R 2 90.99) through 1000 modifications in 10 7 nucleosides after a simple protein precipitation step. It is interesting to note that whereas the calibration curve for dG-C8-PhIP had essentially a zero intercept, the one for dG-C8-4-ABP crossed the y-axis at a higher value, most likely due to background interferences at the ion masses monitored.
In reviewing the calibration curves in Figure 4 , it is important to further consider the broader significance of the results and the implications not only to the field of DNA adduct analysis but also to other related analytical applications that may be conducted by DMS-MS/MS. To begin with, these calibration curves were generated in approximately 3 h and consisted of 7-9 points each analyzed in triplicate. In addition, they included several blanks in order to account for any carryover contamination. This is only a fraction of the time normally consumed using our traditional LC-MS/MS approach in which additional valuable time is also expended waiting for column equilibration before each chromatographic run. Moreover, the value of DMS-MS/MS should also be considered in the context of the broader picture of an analysis of biological specimens, which typically involves several sample preparation steps, before injection into the LC-MS. The procedure for the DNA adducts of interest here is outlined in Figure 5 and also shows the approximate time period associated with each one of the steps. As indicated, following a simple protein precipitation, lyophilized samples can be reconstituted and directly analyzed by DMS/MS bypassing other preparative steps. In the DMS-on mode, the analyte of interest can be selectively introduced into the mass spectrometer by selecting the appropriate modifier and setting the CV to a unique voltage for that particular compound. Once the parameters for DMS/MS analysis have been set, data were acquired in just 30 s and, since DMS is a continuous method, subsequent samples can be introduced without the need for re-equilibration. In summary, the example presented here for the analysis of DNA adducts from a biological matrix demonstrates the high throughput analytical capabilities of DMS and the time savings that can be realized in a broad range of bioanalytical applications.
Thermochemical Kinetics of Modifier-Assisted DMS
Ion-neutral clustering has been the subject of considerable study, although mechanisms are complex and not yet fully elucidated. A useful early review is that of Castleman and Keesee [50] , but there are a number of more recent studies, including those from the Leone group [51] , and others. A quantitative analysis of comparative modifier effects appears possible based on thermochemical free energy values from computational chemistry, optimized conformations considering energetics and steric hindrance, combined with computations of mobility [18, 22, 52 ] from predicted structures, and further investigations are in progress. The schema and thermochemistry for ion-cluster/modifier equilibria is summarized in Appendix A.
In order to understand the observed variation in compensation voltage with DMS field strength and modifier concentration, it is necessary to consider three effects of the DMS field on the ion and on ion-modifier clusters: the heating of the ion, the change in the frequency of collision between the ion and the bulk gas, and the change in collision energy. The rapidly varying DMS field does not affect the transport gas because the ions are very dilute in the total gas mixture. However, the DMS field does change the internal and translational energy of the ion/ionic cluster, as well as the collision energy and collision rate for collisions between the ion or ion cluster and the transport gas composition. The heating effect on the ion can be written in terms of an ion effective temperature, T eff , which is different from the bulk gas temperature, T, as follows [7, 10, 16] :
In this expression, P is the ambient pressure, N 0 the gas number density at 0°C, 1 atm, M the mass of the transport gas neutral molecule. We have first used the reduced mobility relationship NK=N 0 K 0 (exact for pressure variation, approximate for temperature [Ch. 5-1.B, Mason and McDaniel]) [10] , then the ideal gas law, and we have followed Krylov [16] in introducing ζ, an inelasticity factor necessary for polyatomic ions. Without an independent measurement of K 0 , DMS data can determine only the ςK 0 2 product. For an understanding of the modifier effects in DMS, the most important aspect of T eff is the DMS heating term (T eff −T) which is quadratic in both bulk temperature, T, and applied electric field, E; these effects jointly allow ions in DMS to be strongly heated and become unclustered.
The kinetic limit to the ability of clustering number to track the dynamic effective temperature can be estimated from the collision rate in the two-temperature theory, and comparing it to the amount of time spent at each DMS voltage level (Figure 6a ). There are different ways to estimate the collision rate, but the different approaches produce similar results. For instance, equation (4) can be rearranged to estimate the A-C collision rate, ξ A-C , as
(X C is the neutral mole fraction). A form that differs only in numerical coefficient is given by Equation 37 in Goeringer and Viehland [53] . For collisions between 1% isopropanol in a non-polar transport gas and molecular ions in the range from methyl histamine to deoxyguanosine cations, assuming K 0 =1.5 cm 2 /V•s, and T=200°C, the momentum transfer collision rate is generally between 50 and 100 per microsecond. From Figure 6a , the 2-H waveform spends about 50% of the period near the low field value and 10% near the highest field. For the AB SCIEX Selexion (3 MHz frequency) this gives 0.167 μs (G17 collisions) at low field, and 0.033 μs (~3 collisions) at high field.
The ability of the internal energy of the ion and its clustered state to remain in dynamic equilibrium with the DMS effective temperature, as determined by the varying electric field, bulk pressure, and temperature, is based on the following considerations:
1. Cluster formation rate. Ion mobility is inversely related to the ion-neutral collisional cross-section. The ion mobility cross-section was first derived by Langevin [54] and more fully developed for ion-polar molecule interactions by Su and coworkers using trajectory calculations and dipole orientation [55] [56] [57] [58] , and by Turulski and Forys using transition state theory and other methods [27] . The long-range interaction between an ion and a polar molecule is through the ion -dipole interaction and is strongly attractive (r -2 , [59, 60] ). Cluster formation, when the free energy of association is negative, can occur in a very small number of collisions, or even in a single collision, as long as the cluster contains more than a few atoms so that the rovibrational state density allows the collision energy to be retained as internal energy (see especially Lias and Ausloos [61] ). Thus, cluster formation between an ion and a polar modifier can proceed at a nearly gas-kinetic rate. Redistribution and stabilization of the internal degrees of freedom within the cluster [62] [63] [64] is enhanced by hydrogen bonding between the polar modifier and the ion after they have been attracted by the long range forces. 2. Thermal equilibration rate. The cluster ion acquires kinetic energy through field acceleration between collisions but loses this energy in collisions, largely with the predominant non-polar bulk gas (N2 in our case). Although modifier collisions can lead to cluster formation, the more frequent bulk-gas collisions lead to modifier loss and thermal equilibration at the effective temperature, affecting both the internal state and the size of the cluster ion. This effective temperature is determined with reasonable accuracy by momentum transfer theory, as modified for polyatomic ions by Krylov [7] . The theory developed by Goeringer and Viehland [65, 66] for an analysis of ion swarms in an ion trap can be applied to follow the oscillatory motion of the dynamic cluster ion. Thus, the collision rate that determines equilibration of the cluster at the effective temperature is approximately 100 times faster than the rate that controls cluster formation (for 1% modifier). Thermal equilibration of an existing cluster ion at the effective temperature corresponding to the electric field, bulk temperature, and pressure occurs rapidly because it is controlled by bulk gas collisions. Because collisions with the polar modifier occur much less frequently, the dynamic change in cluster number from the DMS high-field, de-clustered condition to the lowfield, clustered condition can be limited by kinetic effects. 3. Saturation behavior. After the first modifier is in place, modifier shell development is controlled and limited by geometric compatibility, charge and dipole shielding, polarity localization, and hydrogen bonding. It is possible for a second strongly dipolar modifier to add to an existing cluster canceling the dipole moment of the first, but this behavior is dependent on the lock and key relationships between ion and modifier. We have observed such saturation behavior with ethyl acetate, but
have not yet performed any related calculations on the decrease in cluster free energy with size. Multiple clustering makes performance less predictable, and appears to be a primary cause of the need for compound-specific method development.
As an example of the cooperative effect of gas temperature and DMS separation field in modulating the cluster number, we extract one result from an extensive set of abinitio calculations for the change in free energy, enthalpy, and entropy on cluster formation. The full set results will be reported in detail, but are beyond the scope of the current publication. Ab initio structural optimizations and thermochemical calculations were performed for several small organic molecules with and without the modifiers isopropanol or ethyl acetate. The calculations were done with a series of new and intensive G4 "compound" methods, which have had good success in predicting complexation reactions [67] . For all molecules studied, ΔG 0 values show that isopropanol is less strongly bound than ethyl acetate, much as might be expected from the difference in dipole moment values [IPA (1.560 D), EtOAc (4.325 D)]. For Ralpha-methylhistamine (C6H11N3, mw 125.17164, PubChem 156615), thermochemical values for clustering of the protonated methyl-histamine molecule with IPA were determined to be (ΔG 0 =-7.45 kcal/mol, ΔH 0 =-16.62 kcal/ mol, ΔS 0 =-30.76 cal/mol/K). This compound has some structural similarity to deoxyguanosine in that it has nitrogen heteroatoms both in a 5-membered ring and in an amino group. In order to examine access to the unclustered ion configuration, and in recognition of the kinetic limit discussed above, we have applied a limit of N C =3 for the maximum IPA count. Assuming K 0 =1.5 cm 2 /V•s, 1.5% isopropanol, ζ=0.7, the cluster number dependence both on applied electric field and on bulk gas temperature for (methyl histamine•H+•isopropanol) can be calculated, with Figure 6 . (a) Flyback and two-harmonic waveforms. The two-harmonic shape is used by AB SCIEX in the DMS API 3000, and the flyback shape on the ion trap. (b) Using ab-initio thermochemical values, the mean number of bound neutrals is shown as a function of DMS field and transport gas temperature at 1 atm. The maximum neutral count is limited to 3 because shell thermochemistry has not been calculated. These results for R-alpha-methylhistamine, which has a polar core similar to dG, with 1.5% isopropanol, show that bulk gas temperature is an essential controlling parameter in modifier DMS selectivity and that multiple clustering is common even at relatively high bulk gas temperatures the very interesting result of Figure 6b . The requirement of high combined field and/or bulk gas temperature for ion declustering is not unexpected because of the earlier experience with atmospheric pressure drift-time IMS [22, 25, 26, 68] , but it indicates that both bulk gas temperature and DMS field are critical control parameters
We can also use these results to interpret intensity data. In Figure 4d , we saw that the DMS intensity fell off at higher DMS field values. An additional mechanism for signal loss in the higher SV range is collision-induced chemistry, either dissociation (CID) or charge detachment. CID in DMS has been reported in DMS [48] and charge detachment in systems like SF 6 -is well known [69] . At lower DMS field, the heating is quite a bit less so that less declustering will occur, preserving the ion intensity regardless of the modifier concentration. At very high fields very high energy collisions are effective at declustering but can also be destructive, more so for larger clusters because the proton is more likely to go with the cluster of modifiers. Thus, both DMS field and modifier concentration affect the signal intensity in similar ways, as our data shows.
Conclusions
In the past few years, efforts have been made to understand and characterize the gas phase cluster formation between the analyte ion and the modifiers. However, an explicit method of characterizing the interactions and predicting the CoV shifts is not available to date. Screening modifiers against the analyte of interest at different conditions has been the most feasible way to perform method development using differential mobility spectrometry and contribute to the understanding on the use of modifiers.
In this report, we propose theoretical considerations for the phenomena associated with compensation voltage shifts in DMS that explain step-wise clustering of modifiers including "saturation effect" and variations in signal intensities. These results show that high transport gas temperatures increase the DMS effect and that some combinations of temperature and DMS field lead to sharp changes in cluster number with DMS SV field ( Figure 6 ). Conversely, with moderate DMS temperatures, DMS is modulating an already clustered ion, making the effect less predictable and requiring a method development phase. This process is illustrated by the approach we have taken for the selective quantitation of modified nucleosides, dG-C8-4-ABP and dG-C8-PhIP, used as model analytes, from a complex mixture of normal nucleosides using a differential mobility-mass spectrometry-based platform. The potential to eliminate or minimize sample preparation steps while bringing the analysis time down to less than a minute per sample point makes this method highly attractive for further bioanalytical applications. Optimizing the DMS operational parameters including modifier concentration gives us the maximum selectivity and sensitivity for selected applications.
Modifier DMS at lower temperatures is generally modulating the size of an already clustered ion species for which thermochemical information is not available and few calculations have been done. We believe that further progress can be made in understanding and predicting DMS modifier performance by approaching future experimental work from the high temperature limit with modifiers of differing dipole moments and structure, and by performing calculations on the development of solvent shell clusters.
Using an abbreviated notation for concentrations relative to the standard state of 273.15 K, 1 atm, we write concentrations and the total ion concentration as follows:
The Gibbs free energy of cluster formation is expected to decrease with increasing cluster size. Because cluster shell thermodynamic properties for ions of significant size are not available, we use a constant value, ΔG 0,(j) =ΔG 0 , independent of cluster number, j. Instead, we limit the maximum number of clustered modifiers to a specified number, N C . This is a modifier shell-size limit corresponding to a number of modifier molecules geometrically and electrically compatible with the conditions. There is also a kinetic limit in DMS to the maximum change in cluster number between low and high field cases, determined by the ratio of the ion-neutral collision rate to the waveform frequency, as discussed in the text. The two approaches consisting of (1) assuming a slowly declining free energy with cluster size, or (2) taking a discrete maximum shell size, are similar, but differ qualitatively in one important way. Only the shell model can lead to the dramatic solvent saturation effect we observed in dG-C8-4-ABP with ethyl acetate, but not with isopropanol.
The results for the populations of each ion-neutral cluster size, A j , and the average cluster number, n C , in terms of the product K C =K 1 C (the equilibrium constant times the neutral concentration relative to the standard state, giving the density ratio of larger cluster to smaller) are shown here.
ðA:3Þ
As a first approximation, the stepwise equilibrium constants are taken to be independent of cluster number, K j =K 1 for 1≤j≤N C , where N C is the maximum number of clustered neutrals. The concentrations are relative to 1 atm, at T 0 =273.15 K, so that 1% modifier at 1 atm corresponds to C≅0.01 N 0 , or at a different temperature or pressure to C≅0:01 N 0 PT 0 P 0 T ¼ 0:01 N , where N is the total number density, with either N 0 under standard conditions (T 0 = 273.15 K, 1 atm), or N at a different pressure and temperature.
